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PLAYER DRAFTING RULES – ALL LEAGUES EXCEPT TBALL & SweeTees 

1. Dates & times of assessments will be determined by the BYBSL Board. 

2. All players are required to participate in assessments. If absent players can be graded & all coaches agree with the 

grades, those players will be placed in the appropriately rated pool for the regular draft. All other players not graded will 

be given a C grade & placed on teams by blind draw. Coaches will draw in order of the original draft. 

3. The number of teams, their managers, & placement in either the American Division or National Division (if applicable) 

will be determined by the League’s VP, Commissioner, & President & approved by the executive committee of the board 

before the draft starts.  

4. No assistant coaches may be named before the draft. A parent who wants to serve as an assistant coach follows the 

player to the team on which the player was drafted. Only managers may participate in the draft (no assistant coaches).  

5. The order of the draft will be determined by blind draw before the draft begins. 

6. The league president will appoint 1 or 2 persons, preferably a league VP not involved in the draft's division who knows 

each age group of players, to oversee and aid in each draft. 

7. Managers will rate each player before the draft begins using P, A, B, C method whereas: 

P= Pitcher (Minor, OZone, Angel & Pony Tail Leagues only) 

A= Experienced, well-rounded player 

B= Average player 

C= Player needs extra work 

When players are rated, a majority rules. In case of a tie, the board appointee will break the tie. 

8. After all players are rated, the draft process begins with the order established in Rule #5:  

Players in P pool will be picked 1st (only applies to Minor, OZone, Angel & Pony Tail Leagues). 

Players in A pool will be picked 2nd. 

Players in B pool will be picked 3rd. 

Players in C pool will be picked 4th. 

A. Manager in Slot #1 picks 1st, Manager in Slot #2 picks 2nd, Manager in Slot #3 picks 3rd, etc. until each 

manager has picked on player. 

B. At this time the order of the pick reverses where: manager in last slot picks 1st, manager in next to the last 

slot picks 2nd, manager in the 3rd from the last slot picks 3rd etc. until all managers have picked. 

C. At this point the managers will evaluate the proposed teams for equality of talent and adjust the order of 

draft by: Each manager will rate in reverse order teams by talent level where:  

Slot 1 team is the team with the least talent 

Slot 2 team is the team with the next to least talent 

Slot 3 team is the team with less talent, etc. 

Ballots will be totaled and the majority rules. In case of a tie, a re-vote will occur for only the teams 

involved in the tie. 



D. Repeat A thru C until all players are drafted. 

E. Blind draw for players not at assessments continuing in order as described above. 

EXAMPLE OF DRAFT 

Order determined by Rule #5 & #8-A & B 

(Rounds 1 & 2)  

Slot 1  Slot 2  Slot 3  Slot 4  Slot 5  Slot 6 Slot 6  Slot 5  Slot 4  Slot 3  Slot 2  Slot 1 

Mgr A  Mgr B  Mgr C  Mgr D  Mgr E  Mgr F Mgr F  Mgr E  Mgr D  Mgr C  Mgr B  Mgr A 

Order determined by Rule #8-C (Repeats until all players drafted) 

(Rounds 3 & 4 and subsequent rounds) 

Slot 1  Slot 2  Slot 3  Slot 4  Slot 5  Slot 6 Slot 6  Slot 5  Slot 4  Slot 3  Slot 2  Slot 1 

Mgr F  Mgr D  Mgr C  Mgr E  Mgr B Mgr A Mgr A  Mgr B  Mgr E  Mgr C  Mgr D  Mgr F 

9. Higher pool of players must be exhausted before the next lower pool of players are available for picks. 

10. The child of a manager will be that manager's first pick of that child's rated group.  

11. Team roster age requirements – DYB Rule: 

A team roster shall have a maximum of eight players of the oldest allowable age, per DYB Age Chart, in the 

respective league.  It shall be the responsibility of those appointed per Rule #6 to make sure that each manager 

drafts no more than eight players of oldest league age. Once a manager drafts eight players of the oldest league 

age, all of their remaining picks must be of players of less than the oldest league age.  

12. Where siblings of the same age group want to play on the same team, when a manager picks the first child from his 

or her rated group, (P, A, B, C), the sibling will be that same manager's next or first pick in that 2nd child's rated group.  

13. Transportation problems will not be considered. At the conclusion of the draft, the transportation problem shall be 

worked out by the manager drafting the player. If difficulties are still present, the League President shall be responsible 

for solving the difficulty equitably. The League President shall assign the player and possibly swap equally drafted 

players in order to solve transportation problems. The League President's decision is final. Convenience will not 

constitute a definition of transportation problems. Players will not be automatically assigned to a team because of 

parents' transportation problems without going through the draft.  

14. No Sponsor picks are allowed.  Each team will start with the Coach’s child (or children in the case of siblings).   

15. Players signing up after the draft will go on a waiting list to replace players from teams where openings may occur. 

Players will be assigned as replacements from their order on the waiting list.  

16. Trading players will be allowed after the draft concludes in accordance with the following guidelines: 

A. Players traded must be of equal talent from the same rated pool unless approved by the majority of head 

coaches excluding the 2 head coaches involved. 

B. Trading can only take place immediately following the draft. 

C. Trading must be approved by a majority of the managers of that draft. Ties will be broken by the 

Commissioner of the League.  

17. American Division & National Division managers will both draft from the entire group of players in their league.  All 

players are in the general pool.  The division in which a player was designated from the previous Spring does not matter 

to the current year’s draft availability.   


